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Overview

In 2005 the Department held a steady course. Topics of nuclear physics, atomic physics and materials

research that started in previous years were continued. Although our team was smaller than years ago, the

scientific activity, estimated by number of published papers is still very high. Scientists of the Department are

co-authors or authors of more than 50 papers.

Nuclear physics, which is our main-stream activity, covered a wide energy range. It started close to the 

Coulomb barrier, where 6He breakup on heavy nuclei were studied, and ended at zones of tens of GeV; such high

energies were used to investigate spin structure of deuterons and to explore hadron leptoproduction.

Traditionally, experimental investigations in the fields of atomic physics and of physics of materials

completed the scene. Our old Van de Graaff accelerator Lech was used for studies of M-shell ionisation of heavy

elements, for hardening of Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethylene and for characterisation of materials with 

RBS and NRA techniques. The VdG runs perfectly although it is over 40 years old.

Two Ph.D. students finished their theses and were promoted. Izabela Fija ’s work concerned multi-ionization

and intrashell coupling effects for L-shell x-ray emission induced by heavy ions, while Sergiy Mezhevych

showed studies on scattering of 11B from carbon isotopes.

It is obvious that contemporary works on physics do not arise in a single lab. Our contributions to many

papers were possible due owing to collaborations involving many institutions. Some of them are listed:

GSI, Darmstadt (PANDA Collaboration)

DESY, Hamburg (HERMES Collaboration)

Institut für Kernphysik, Forschungszentrum Jülich

Forschungszentrum Rossendorf

CSNSM, Orsay 

GANIL, Caen

University of Huelva

Institute of Nuclear Research, Kiev

SLCJ, Warsaw 

ITME, Warsaw

Some of our colleagues traditionally gave lectures and made physical demonstrations on Warsaw informal

learning events: 9th Science Picnic and 9th Science Festival.


